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Abstract

Most current data dependence tests cannot handle loop
bounds or array subscripts that are symbolic, nonlinear ex-
pressions (e.g. A(n�i+j), where 0 � j � n). In this paper,
we describe a dependence test, called the range test, that
can handle such expressions. Briey, the range test proves
independence by determining whether certain symbolic in-
equalities hold for a permutation of the loop nest. Power-
ful symbolic analyses and constraint propagation techniques
were developed to prove such inequalities. The range test
has been implemented in Polaris, a parallelizing compiler
being developed at the University of Illinois.

1 Introduction

To allow sequential programs to run e�ciently on par-
allel machines, parallelizing compilers were developed to
transform these programs into parallel ones [3]. These
compilers must be able to identify the important loops
that can be run in parallel if they are to achieve decent
speedups. Powerful dependence tests are needed to e�ec-
tively exploit the inherent parallelism in these sequential
programs.

There has been much research in the area of data de-
pendence analysis [1, 14, 20, 21, 24]. Modern day data
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k = 0

DO j = 1, m DO j = 1, m

DO i = 1, n DO i = 1, n

k = k + 1

A(k) = � � � A(i + n*(j-1)) = � � �
ENDDO ENDDO

ENDDO ENDDO

Figure 1: Before and after induction variable substi-
tution

dependence tests have become very accurate and e�cient.
However, most of these tests require the loop bounds and
array subscripts to be represented as a linear (a�ne) func-
tion of loop index variables. That is, the expressions must
be in the form c0 +

Pn

j=1
cjij where cj are integer con-

stants and ij are loop index variables. Expressions not of
this form are called nonlinear.

Because nonlinear expressions prevent the application
of dependence tests, parallelizing compilers perform sev-
eral analyses and optimizations to eliminate nonlinear ex-
pressions. For example, constant propagation and induc-
tion variable substitution are used to remove loop-variant
variables. Other techniques have also been developed to
handle additive, loop-invariant, symbolic terms or to elim-
inate unwanted operations such as divisions [14, 20, 21].

Unfortunately, not all nonlinear expressions can be re-
moved. It was believed that this would not be a problem
for dependence testing real programs since nonlinear ex-
pressions would be rare. However, our manual paralleliza-
tion e�ort of the Perfect Benchmarks have shown us that
this is not the case [12, 11]. For example, a parallelizing
compiler could achieve a speedup of at most two for the
codes OCEAN and TRFD from the Perfect Benchmarks
if it could not parallelize loops with nonlinear array sub-
scripts [6]. For some of these loops, nonlinear expressions
occurred in the original program text. For other loops,
nonlinear expressions were introduced by the compiler.

Two common compiler passes can introduce nonlinear-
ities into array subscript expressions: induction variable



substitution and array linearization. Induction variable
substitution replaces variables that are incremented by
a constant value for each loop iteration with a closed-
form expression made up of only loop invariants and loop
indices. However, when induction variable substitution
is performed upon multiply nested loops, the resulting
closed-form expression may be nonlinear. For example,
performing induction variable substitution on the loop nest
in Figure 1 introduces a nonlinear expression into the sub-
script of array A. (Remember that, by our de�nition of the
term nonlinear terms like n*j are considered to be nonlin-
ear, even though the variable n is loop-invariant.)

Array linearization transforms two or more dimensions
of an array into a single dimension. Array linearization
is needed by subroutine inlining or interprocedural anal-
ysis when an array is dimensioned di�erently across pro-
cedure boundaries. If the declared dimensions of a multi-
dimensional array are symbolic expressions, the resulting
linearized array may be nonlinear. For example, if the ar-
ray A, which was originally dimensioned as A(n,m), was
linearized, its declaration will be changed to A(n*m), and
a reference A(i,j) will be changed to A(i + n*(j-1)).

In this paper, we will present the range test, a depen-
dence test that can handle symbolic, nonlinear array sub-
scripts and loop bounds. In the range test, we mark a loop
as parallel if we can prove that the range of elements ac-
cessed by an iteration of that loop do not overlap with the
range of elements accessed by other iterations. We prove
this by determining whether certain symbolic inequality
relationships hold. Powerful variable constraint propaga-
tion and symbolic simpli�cation techniques were developed
to determine such inequality relationships. To maximize
the number of loops found parallel using the range test, we
examine the loops in the loop nest in a permuted order.

Section 2 briey de�nes data dependences and direc-
tion vectors. Section 3 then describes the range test. Sec-
tion 4 gives an overview of the range propagation algo-
rithm, which allows us to compare symbolic expressions.
Real-life examples of important loop nests that the range
test can parallelize but current tests cannot are given in
section 5. We will then compare our work with other sym-
bolic data dependence tests in Section 6. Section 7 presents
our conclusions and plans for future work.

2 Data dependence

In this section we will give a brief de�nition of data de-
pendences. For a more thorough description of data depen-
dence and dependence analysis, see Banerjee et al [3, 1, 24].

To ease the presentation of the range test, we will
assume that we have a perfectly nested, normalized,
FORTRAN-77 loop nest as shown in Figure 2. We will
also assume that the tested array A has only one dimen-
sion. The array access functions (f and g) and loop up-
per bounds (Ni) may be arbitrary symbolic expressions
made up of loop-invariant variables and loop indices (i.e.

L1 : DO i1 = 0; N1

� � � � � �
Ln : DO in = 0;Nn

S1 : A(f(i1; : : : ; in)) = � � �
S2 : � � � = A(g(i1; : : : ; in))

ENDDO

� � �
ENDDO

Figure 2: Model of loop nest for dependence testing

ix) of enclosing loops. It is not di�cult to extend our
test to handle imperfectly nested loops, symbolic lower
bounds, non-unit strides, multidimensional arrays, and
loop-variant variables. In fact, our implementation in-
cludes these extensions.

2.1 Data dependence

We de�ne an index subspace Rj, where 1 � j � n,
to be the set of all loop index vectors (�1; : : : ; �j) that
fall within loop bounds of the outermost j loops. More
formally,

Rj = f(�1; : : : ; �j) : 0 � �1 � N1; : : : ; 0 � �j � Njg :

The index space R is de�ned to be equal to the index
subspace Rn.

A data dependence exists between array accesses
A(f(~�)) and A(g(~�)) if and only if at least one of the two

accesses is a write, f(~�) = g(~�), and ~�; ~� 2 R.

2.2 Direction vectors

Suppose that a dependence exists between A(f(~�)) and

A(g(~�)). Then, the direction vector ~d = (d1; : : : ; dn) for
this dependence is de�ned as:

di =

(
< if �i < �i
= if �i = �i
> if �i > �i

Since there may be more than one pair of integer vectors
~� and ~� that satisfy the dependence equation, there may
be more than one direction vector between S1 and S2.

A dependence is carried by loop Li (or loop at level i) if

and only if there exists a dependence vector ~d where d1 =
`=', : : : , di�1 = `=' and di 6= `='. If a loop does not carry
any dependences, then that loop may be run in parallel
without synchronization.

3 The range test

The range test grew out of a simple observation in our
hand analysis of real programs: most parallel loop itera-
tions access adjacent array ranges. These ranges can be



very regular (e.g., an inner loop accesses a �xed-length ar-
ray section and the outer loop strides over this section),
they can be increasing or decreasing (e.g., if the two loops
are triangular); or, they can be irregular (e.g., if they rep-
resent array sections that are carved out of a large array;
start and length of the sections are typically stored in index
arrays)1. With one additional observation we can describe
the majority of all access patterns: the loops visiting these
ranges may be interchanged, such that the access patterns
appear \interleaved". Now, if we managed to prove that
such adjacent array ranges do not overlap { possibly \look-
ing through interchanged loops" { we could tell that the
loops are parallel. The following section describes such a
test formally.

3.1 Disproving dependence between sym-
bolic expressions

Essentially, the range test disproves carried depen-
dences between A(f(~{)) and A(g(~{ 0)) for a loop at level
j, by proving that the range of elements taken by f and g
do not overlap for adjacent iterations of the loop at level j.
It determines whether these ranges overlap by comparing
the minimum and maximum values of these ranges. The
formal de�nition of these minimum and maximum values
are de�ned below. Section 3.4 describes how to compute
these minimum and maximum values

De�nition 1 Let fmin
j (i1; : : : ; ij) and fmax

j (i1; : : : ; ij) be
functions that obey the following constraints:

fmin
j (i1; : : : ; ij) �

min
�
f(~{ 0) : ~{ 0 2 R; i01 = i1; : : : ; i

0
j = ij

	
fmax
j (i1; : : : ; ij) �

max
�
f(~{ 0) : ~{ 0 2 R; i01 = i1; : : : ; i

0
j = ij

	
Intuitively, fmin

j (i1; : : : ; ij) and fmax
j (i1; : : : ; ij) are

functions that return the minimum and maximum values
that f may take for a particular iteration of the outermost
j loops. In our implementation of the range test, these
functions are represented as symbolic expressions made up
of loop indices i1; : : : ; ij and loop-invariant variables.

The ability to determine the minimum or maximum of
f or g in respect to some set of loops leads us to our �rst
dependence test. If the maximum of f is less than the
minimum of g in respect to some subset of loops, then
these loops cannot carry any dependences. The theorem
below states this formally.

Theorem 1 If fmax
j (i1; : : : ; ij) < gmin

j (i1; : : : ; ij) for all
(i1; : : : ; ij) 2 Rj, then there can be no dependences between

A(f(~{)) and A(g(~{ 0)) with a direction vector ~d of the form
d1 = `=', : : : , dj = `='.

1The range test does not yet handle such subscripted sub-
script patterns (e.g., A(X(i)))

a)  f(i,  j) = i,    g(i,  j) = i + n

f(*, *) g(*, *)

0 n 2n

f(0, *) g(0, *) g(1, *) g(2, *)f(1, *) f(2, *)

b)  f(i,  j) = 2∗ n∗ i + j,    g(i,  j) = 2∗ n∗ i + j + n

0 n 2n 3n 4n 5n 6n

c)  f(i,  j) = 2*i + 2∗ n∗ j,    g(i,  j) = 2*i + 2∗ n∗ j + 1

0 2n 4n 6n

f(0, 1) f(1, 1)g(0, 1) g(1, 1)

Figure 3: Examples of how array accesses can be in-
terleaved in respect to a particular loop (loop with in-
dex i for these examples.) All examples assume that
0 � i; j < n.

Proof. Suppose that such a dependence exists, (i.e.,

f(~{) = g(~{ 0) with direction vector ~d). By De�nition 1,
we have f(~{) � fmax

j (i1; : : : ; ij) and gmin
j (i01; : : : ; i

0
j) �

g(~{ 0). Because of the direction vector ~d, gmin
j (i01; : : : ; i

0
j) =

gmin
j (i1; : : : ; ij). Since fmax

j (i1; : : : ; ij) < gmin
j (i1; : : : ; ij),

it must hold that f(~{) < g(~{ 0). Contradiction. 2

Theorem 1 proves that there are no carried depen-
dences between A(f(~{)) and A(g(~{ 0)) for loops with indices
ij+1; : : : ; in, if the range of possible values taken by f for
these loops does not overlap with the range of possible val-
ues taken by g. However, it cannot prove that there are
no carried dependences for a certain loop if the possible
values taken by f and g are interleaved for that loop. Fig-
ure 3 shows some examples of how array accesses can be
interleaved for a particular loop nest. We have found such
examples do occur often in practice. All these examples
assume that we have a loop nest of the form

L1 : DO i = 0; n � 1
L2 : DO j = 0; n� 1
S1 : A(f(i; j)) = � � �
S2 : � � � = A(g(i; j))

ENDDO

ENDDO

and that the range test is currently attempting to prove
that S1 and S2 do not carry dependences for loop L1. For
�gure 3a, the range of accesses made by A(f(i; j)) and



A(g(i; j)) never overlap, so Theorem 1 can prove that loop
L1 does not carry a dependence for this access pair. How-
ever, the set of accesses made by A(f(i; j)) and A(g(i; j))
are interleaved in �gures 3b and 3c, causing the test from
Theorem 1 to fail, even though there isn't a carried de-
pendence. We will present a second dependence test that
can disprove carried dependences for a special case of these
interleavings, where the possible values taken by f and g
for a single iteration are not interleaved with the possi-
ble values taken by other iterations of f and g. Figure 3b
shows an example of this case. However, before we describe
this test, we must de�ne the property of monotonicity for
a particular loop index. (We will deal with Figure 3c in
Section 3.2.)

De�nition 2 A function f(~{) is monotonically non-
decreasing for index ij i� f(i1; : : : ; �j; : : : ; in) �
f(i1; : : : ; �j; : : : ; in) whenever 0 � �j � �j � Nj.

Similarly, a function f(~{) is monotonically non-
increasing for index ij i� f(i1; : : : ; �j; : : : ; in) �
f(i1; : : : ; �j; : : : ; in) whenever 0 � �j � �j � Nj.

We can prove whether an expression is monotonically
non-decreasing for a loop level j by proving that the dif-
ference f(i1; : : : ; ij + 1; : : : ; in)� f(i1; : : : ; ij ; : : : ; in) is al-
ways greater than or equal to zero, using the techniques
described in Section 4. Similarly, we can prove whether an
expression is monotonically non-increasing for a loop level
j by proving that the di�erence is always less than or equal
to zero.

Using this de�nition, we will now show how one can
disprove dependences carried at level j when the possible
values taken by f and g are not interleaved for a single
iteration of the loop at level j.

Theorem 2 If gmin
j (i1; : : : ; ij) is monotonically non-

decreasing for ij and if f
max
j (i1; : : : ; ij) < gmin

j (i1; : : : ; ij+
1) forall (i1; : : : ; ij) 2 Rj and for 0 � ij � Nj � 1, then
there can be no dependences from A(f(~{)) to A(g(~{ 0)) with

a direction vector ~d of the form d1 = `=', : : : , dj�1 = `=',
dj = `<'.

Proof. Suppose that such a dependence exists, (i.e.,

f(~{) = g(~{ 0) with direction vector ~d). By De�nition 1,
we have f(~{) � fmax

j (i1; : : : ; ij) and gmin
j (i01; : : : ; i

0
j) �

g(~{ 0). Because of the direction vector ~d and because
gmin
j (i1; : : : ; ij) is monotonically non-decreasing for in-
dex ij, gmin

j (i01; : : : ; i
0
j) � gmin

j (i1; : : : ; ij + 1). Since
fmax
j (i1; : : : ; ij) < gmin

j (i1; : : : ; ij + 1), it must hold that
f(~{) < g(~{ 0). Contradiction. 2

Theorem 3 If gmin
j (i1; : : : ; ij) is monotonically non-

increasing for ij and if f
max
j (i1; : : : ; ij) < gmin

j (i1; : : : ; ij�
1), forall (i1; : : : ; ij) 2 Rj and for 1 � ij � Nj, then there
can be no dependences from A(g(~{ 0)) to A(f(~{)) with a di-

rection vector ~d of the form d1 = `=', : : : , dj�1 = `=',
dj = `<'.

Proof. Similar to proof of Theorem 2.

By de�nition of loop-carried dependences, the test from
Theorem 2 (or Theorem 3) must be applied twice to prove
that a pair of access functions f and g do not carry de-
pendences for the loop with index ij: once to disprove a
dependence with direction vector ~d from f to g, and once
to disprove a dependence with direction vector ~d from g to
f . Also note that the tests from these two theorems can
disprove a dependence direction ~d from f to g and from g
to f , and thus disprove that the loop with index ij does
not carry a dependence, only if both f and g are monoton-
ically non-decreasing or monotonically non-increasing for
ij.

In the previous de�nitions and theorems, we have as-
sumed that the subset of loops that we are attempting to
disprove dependence for are the innermost loops with in-
dices ij to in. With some minor changes in notation, these
de�nitions and theorems still hold for arbitrary subsets of
loops. The following subsection will exploit this property.

3.2 Permuting loops for dependence test-
ing

As described earlier, the test from Theorem 1 can be
used to prove independence when the values of access func-
tions f and g are not interleaved, and the tests from The-
orems 2 and 3 can be used to prove independence when
the values of f and g are interleave, but the values taken
by f and g for a loop iteration are not interleaved with
values taken by other iterations. For more complex in-
terleavings, the tests from all three Theorems would fail.
Figure 3c gives an example of one of these more complex
interleavings. Fortunately, we have observed that most of
these interleavings can be eliminated by permuting the or-
der in which we test the loops. For example, if loop L1,
with index i, and loop L2, with index j were \swapped" so
that L2 is now treated as the outermost loop, we would be
able to use Theorem 1 to prove that there are no carried
dependences in the \inner" L1 loop, and use Theorem 2 to
prove that there are no carried dependences in the \outer"
L2 loop.

So, the range test attempts to maximize the number of
loops that it can identify as not carrying dependences by
applying its tests upon a permuted ordering of the loops in
the loop nest. The range test does not physically permute
the loops; it is done logically and temporarily by the test.
Also, the range test only tries those permutations such that
all loops identi�ed as not carrying any dependences for the
permuted loop nest also will not carry any dependences in
the original nest.

The range test uses a heuristic to �nd a valid logical per-
mutation of a loop nest, which seems to be quite acceptable
in practice. This heuristic determines a valid permutation
of a loop nest by recursively �nding a valid permutation
of the inner loops of the loop nest, then �nding a loca-
tion where it may safely insert the outermost loop in this
permutation. The �nal location of the outermost loop is



found by repeatedly moving inwards by one until it reaches
a location where it can be proven that it carries no depen-
dences, or the loop just inside this location either carries a
dependence or would carry a dependence if outermost loop
was inserted inside of it.

To prove that all loops not carrying dependences in the
permuted loop nest generated by the heuristic above also
do not carry dependences in the original loop nest, we will
need the following lemma. Due to lack of space, no proof is
given, but techniques similar to Banerjee's [2] can be used
to do so.

Lemma 1 A loop that does not carry a dependence can be
legally moved deeper into the loop nest and all loops that
didn't carry a dependence beforehand would still not do so.

We will prove that the heuristic generates a legal per-
mutation by induction. For the base case, where the loop
nest is a single loop, the permutation is trivially legal. For
the inductive step, assume that the heuristic generates le-
gal permutations for loop nests of i loops. For a nest of
i + 1 loops, the heuristic �rst recursively �nds a permu-
tation of the innermost i loops, then �nds a location for
the (i + 1)th loop in this permutation. By the inductive
hypothesis, the recursive �rst step results in a legal permu-
tation. For the second step, which moves the (i+1)th loop
inwards, all loops between the original and �nal positions
of the (i+ 1)th loop do not carry dependences, by de�ni-
tion of the heuristic. Thus, we can undo this second step
by moving all these loops back inside the (i + 1)th loop;
and, by Lemma 1, all loops not carrying dependences still
do not so. Therefore, the heuristic generates a legal per-
mutation for a nest of i+ 1 loops.

3.3 Algorithm

The algorithm for the Range Test, which implements
the permutation heuristic described previously, is dis-
played in Figure 4. It generates the permuted loop nest,
represented by the ordered list P , by visiting each loop Li
in the original loop nest, from innermost to outermost,
and �nding its proper location in the set of inner per-
muted loops P . Simultaneously, the algorithm determines
whether each Li carries any dependences. Loops proven
not to carry dependences are added to the set D. The
outer for loop visits each loop Li while the inner while
loop determines whether the current Li carries any depen-
dence and where to insert it in the list of permuted inner
loops P . Statement S1 tests if Li does not carry a depen-
dence at a particular location in P . If it doesn't carry a
dependence, it is added to the set of parallel loops D and
inserted into P at this location. Statement S2 tests if it is
legal to move the current location of loop Li in P inward
by one. If not, it is inserted into P at this location. (It is
not legal to move the current location of Li in P inwards
by one if the current location is the innermost location in
P , if the next inner loop in P carries a dependence, or if

Input: Normalized, perfectly nested loops
(L1; : : : ; Ln) and array access functions f and g.

Output: Set of loops D that do not have carried
dependences between f and g.
P  () (� P is an ordered list representing

the permuted loop nest �)
D ;
for i n downto 1 do
placed  false ; j  0
while not placed do
j  j + 1

S1 : if RTEST1(f; g;
�
Li; Pj; : : : ; PjP j

	
)

or RTEST2(f; g; Li;
�
Pj; : : : ; PjP j

	
) then

D D [ fLig ; placed  true

S2 : else if j = jP j+ 1 or Pj 62 D
or not RTEST2(f; g; Pj;�

Li; Pj+1; : : : ; PjP j

	
) then

placed  true

end if

end while

S3 : P  (P1; : : : ; Pj�1; Li; Pj; : : : ; PjP j)
end for

Figure 4: The range test algorithm

the next inner loop in P would become carry a dependence
should Li be inserted inside of it.) Statement S3 performs
the actual insertion of Li into P .

Functions RTEST1 and RTEST2 are displayed in Fig-
ure 5. Function RTEST1, which applies Theorem 1, re-
turns true if and only if it can prove that the loops in
L do not carry any dependences for access functions f
and g. Function RTEST2, which calls RTEST2x that
implements Theorems 2 and 3, returns true if and only
if it can prove that loop Lj carries no dependences for
access functions f and g and the inner permuted loops
L. The functions MIN and MAX represent the fmin

j

and the gmax
j functions described earlier. (The expres-

sion fmax
j , used in Section 3, can be computed by calling

MAX(f; fLj+1; : : : ; Lng). The expression fmin
j is similar.)

The function MAX(f;L) returns the maximum value that
function f can take for the indices of the loops in L. This
maximum value is a symbolic expression made up of loop-
invariant variables and indices of loops not in L. The func-
tion MIN is similar. The implementations of MIN and
MAX will be described in the next subsection.

3.4 Computing fmin
j and fmax

j

There are several methods in which one can compute
the minimum or maximum of an expression for a subset
of loop indices. One simple but powerful method is to
substitute the lower or upper bound of each index, de-
pending on the index's monotonicity. Figure 6 shows how
the range test computes the maximum of an expression
for a given set of loops. The algorithm for computing the



boolean function RTEST1(f; g;L)
(� Apply Theorem 1 �)

R1 : return MAX(f;L) < MIN(g; L)
R2 : or MAX(g;L) < MIN(f;L)

end function

boolean function RTEST2(f; g; Lj;L)
return f and g are both mono. non-decreasing

or mono. non-increasing for Lj
R3 : and RTEST2x(f; g; Lj;L)
R4 : and RTEST2x(g; f; Lj;L)

end function

boolean function RTEST2x(f; g; Lj;L)
(� Apply Theorem 2 or 3 �)
s MAX(f;L)
t MIN(g;L)
if t is mono. non-decreasing for Lj then
t t with ij substituted by ij + 1

else

t t with ij substituted by ij � 1
endif

return (s < t)
end function

Figure 5: Algorithm for disproving carried depen-
dences for loop Lj in respect to loops L. Loop Lj

is assumed to have index ij . The word monotonically

has been abbreviated to \mono."

minimum is very similar; simply switch the monotonically
non-decreasing and monotonically non-increasing cases. It
can be proven that the result of these functions meets Def-
inition 1; that is, they are the minimum or maximum of f
in the subspace spanned by indices ij+1, : : : , in.

Although the algorithm for computing the maximum in
Figure 6 is powerful, a naive implementation of it, which
computes the monotonicity of the intermediate maximum
expression y for each index, can be ine�cient. This is
because each monotonicity computation for y requires a
symbolic expression comparison, which can be quite ex-
pensive. To avoid these costs, the range test attempts to
determine the monotonicity states of y from the precom-
puted monotonicity states of the input access expression f
and the the loop bounds. (The monotonicity states of all
array accesses f and all loop bounds are computed only
once, at the beginning of dependence testing of the pro-
gram.) More speci�cally, the range test initially sets the
monotonicity states of y to the monotonicity states of f ,
then update y's monotonicity states after each substitu-
tion, using the monotonicity states of the substituted loop
bound. For those cases where the range test couldn't de-
termine the new monotonicity of y for index i from the
old monotonicity of y for i and the monotonicity of the
substituted loop bound for i, it marks the monotonicity of

expression functionMAX(f;L)
y  f
for each Lk 2 L from

innermost to outermost loops do
if y is mono. non-decreasing for ik then
y  y with ik substituted with Nk

else if y is mono. non-increasing for ik then
y  y with ik substituted with 0

else

y  +1
end if

end for

return y
end function

Figure 6: Algorithm for calculating the maximum
value of function f for �xed values of indices ij of
loops Lj , where Lj 62 L.

y for i as unknown. Later, when it �nds the monotonicity
of y for i to be marked as unknown when it is substituting
for i, it computes the monotonicity for i using an expen-
sive symbolic expression comparison. We have found this
optimization to be very e�ective in practice. For many ar-
ray accesses, the monotonicity states of y never need to be
computed with symbolic comparisons.

3.5 Time complexity

Since the range test spends nearly all of its time per-
forming symbolic expression comparisons, its time com-
plexity can be characterized by the number of symbolic
comparisons performed. These comparisons occur explic-
itly in the functions RTEST1 and RTEST2X and implic-
itly in the monotonicity tests ofMIN andMAX. Since the
range test may call RTEST1 and RTEST2 as many as
O(n2) times, where n is the loop nest depth, and RTEST1
and RTEST2 callMIN andMAX, which performs at most
O(n) symbolic comparisons to determine monotonicity for
each index, the range test performs at most O(n3) sym-
bolic comparisons for one pair of array accesses (A(f(~{))
and A(g(~{ 0))). In practice, only a few permutations are
examined and at most a constant number of symbolic com-
parisons are done by the monotonicity tests of MIN and
MAX. So, the average number of symbolic comparisons
done by the the range test is near O(n).

Unfortunately, determining the costs of symbolic ex-
pression comparison is much more di�cult. The worst
case performance of symbolic comparisons is exponential
on the size of the expressions compared and upon the num-
ber of variables in the program. However, the average case
performance is much better.



4 Symbolic range propagation

To provide a facility for comparing symbolic expres-
sions, we have developed a technique called range propa-
gation. Due to space constraints, we will only give a brief
sketch of this technique.

Range propagation consists of two parts: the range
propagation algorithm and an expression comparison facil-
ity. The range propagation algorithm collects and propa-
gates variable constraints through a program. The expres-
sion comparison facility uses these variable constraints to
determine arithmetic relationships between two symbolic
expressions.

The range propagation algorithm centers on the collec-
tion and propagation of symbolic lower and upper bounds
on variables, called ranges, through a program unit. Ab-
stract interpretation [8] is used to compute the ranges for
variables at each point of a program unit. That is, the
algorithm \executes" the program by following the control
ow paths of the program, updating the current ranges to
reect the side e�ects of the statements encountered along
these paths, until a �xed point is reached.

Each FORTRAN statement modi�es the set of ranges
entering it in the following way. An assignment state-
ment sets the range for the left-hand side variable to the
range computed from the right-hand side expression. A
conditional statement constrains the entering ranges by
the conditional's test. That is, the new ranges are calcu-
lated by determining the smallest upper bound and largest
lower bound of the old ranges and the test. Similarly, at
merge points of control ow, such as ENDIF statements, the
ranges of these paths are merged. These merged ranges are
computed by taking the largest upper bound and smallest
lower bound of the ranges belonging to each of the enter-
ing control ow paths. To guarantee that the algorithm
eventually reaches a �xed point and halts, a widening op-
erator [8] is also applied to merge points that are loop
headers. This widening operator sets a range to a conser-
vative value if the range has changed too often during the
course of computation.

Now, we will describe how the information collected
by the range propagation algorithm can be used to com-
pare symbolic expressions. We compare two expressions by
calculating the integer range spanned by their di�erence,
then determining whether this range is always positive or
always negative. This integer range is calculated by re-
peatedly substituting ranges for variables in the di�erence
expression then simplifying the expression down, until all
variables are eliminated. Often, the simpli�cation of ex-
pressions containing ranges needs to determine inequality
relationships of its subexpressions, typically the subexpres-
sion's sign.

For example, suppose we wish to compare x � y + 1
with y, where x = [y : 10], (meaning y � x � 10), and
y = [1 : 1]. First, we calculate the di�erence, which is
x�y�y+1. Then, we substitute [y : 10] for x in x�y�y+1,
getting [y : 10]�y�y+1. Simplifying this expression down,

DO jl = 0, i2k - 1

exj = � � �
DO jj = 0, x(jl)

DO mm = 0, 128

js = 258*i2k*jj + 129*jl + mm + 1

js2 = js + 129*i2k

h = data(js) - data(js2)

data(js) = data(js) + data(js2)

data(js2) = h * exj

ENDDO

ENDDO

ENDDO

Figure 7: Simpli�ed version of loop nest
FTRVMT/109 from OCEAN

we get the range [y�(y�1)+1 : 9�y+1]. Since the simpli�ed
range still contains variables, we substitute [1 : 1] for y,
getting [[1 : 1] � ([1 : 1]� 1) + 1 : 9 � [1 :1] + 1]. After
simpli�cation, this becomes [1 : 1]. From this range, we
can now see that x � y+ 1 > y.

5 Examples

In this section, we will provide examples of important
loop nests, taken from the Perfect Benchmarks [4], that
the range test can determine to be parallel but which con-
ventional data dependence tests cannot.

One example is a loop nest taken from subroutine
FTRVMT from the code OCEAN. This loop nest accounts
for 44% of the code's sequential execution time on an Al-
liant FX/80. A simpli�ed version of this loop is shown
in Figure 7. Conventional data dependence tests cannot
prove that these loops do not carry any dependences be-
cause of the 258 � i2k � jj term in the subscripts for array
data. The range test, on the other hand, can do so.

Table 1 shows a trace of the range test for proving
that there are no loop-carried dependences for array access
functions f (jl;jj;mm) = 258�i2k�jj+129�jl+mm+1 and
g(jl;jj;mm) = 258�i2k�jj+129�jl+mm+129�i2k+1.
The �nal column of this table shows the symbolic expres-
sions compared at the given statement of the range test al-
gorithm (Si) and the RTEST functions (Rj). The results
of these comparisons were calculated from the variable con-
straints determined by the range propagation algorithm,
which are i2k � 1, 0 � jj � x(jl), 0 � jl � i2k� 1, and
0 � mm � 128. Since the upper bound x(jl) of loop jj is
not monotonic, the test used +1 as an approximation of
this bound. For this pair of access functions, the range test
had to use Theorems 1, 2, and 3 and permute the jl loop
inside the jj loop to prove that there are no loop-carried
dependences.

Another important loop nest, which needs a dependence
test for symbolic, nonlinear expressions, can be found in
subroutine OLDA from the code TRFD. A simpli�ed ver-



Li Pj Stmt Test Comparison results

mm S1 R1 258 � i2k � jj+ 129 � jl+ 129 < 258 � i2k � jj+ 129 � jl+ 129 � i2k+ 1

jj mm S1 R1 +1 6< 129 � jl+ 129 � i2k+ 1

jj mm S1 R2 +1 6< 129 � jl+ 1

jj mm S1 R3 258 � i2k � jj+ 129 � jl+ 129 < 258 � i2k � jj+ 129 � jl+ 387 � i2k+ 1

jj mm S1 R4 258 � i2k � jj+ 129 � jl+ 129 � i2k+ 129 < 258 � i2k � jj+ 129 � jl+ 258 � i2k+ 1

jl jj S1 R1 +1 6< 129 � i2k+ 1

jl jj S1 R2 +1 6< 1
jl jj S1 R3 +1 6< 129 � jl+ 129 � i2k+ 130

jl jj S2 R3 258 � i2k � jj+ 129 � i2k < 258 � i2k � jj+ 387 � i2k+ 1

jl jj S2 R4 258 � i2k � jj+ 258 � i2k < 258 � i2k � jj+ 258 � i2k+ 1

jl mm S1 R1 258 � i2k � jj+ 129 � i2k < 258 � i2k � jj+ 129 � i2k+ 1

Table 1: Trace of range test for loop nest FTRVMT/109 shown in Figure 7

mrsij0 = 0

DO mrs = 0, (num*num+num)/2 - 1

mrsij=mrsij0

DO mi = 0, num - 1

DO mj = 0, mi - 1

S1 : mrsij = mrsij + 1

S2 : xrsij(mrsij) = xij(mj)

ENDDO

ENDDO

mrsij0=mrsij0+(num*num+num)/2

ENDDO

Figure 8: Simpli�ed version of loop nest OLDA/100
from TRFD

sion of this loop nest is shown in Figure 8. This loop nest
accounts for 69% of the code's sequential execution time
on an Alliant FX/80.

To parallelize this loop nest, induction variable substi-
tution must be used to replace the induction variable mrsij
at statement S1 with the statement:

mrsij= (mi � �2� mi+ mrs � (num � �2+ num))=2+ mj+ 1:

After this substitution, conventional data dependence tests
cannot prove that there are no self-dependences for xrsij
at S2 because of the nonlinear array subscript (after
forward-substituting the value of mrsij). The range test,
on the other hand, would have no di�culties in proving
that this array has no self-dependences.

6 Related work

The range test was developed, independent of other de-
pendence tests, to handle the symbolic array subscripts
we encountered in actual programs. Early ideas of such a
test were described in [12, 18, 6]. The most distinguished
feature of the test may be the fact that it is now avail-
able in an actual compiler, which has proven to parallelize
important programs to an unprecedented degree.

The following discussion compares our test to one of the

most e�ective state-of-the-art tests and points out related
ideas of other projects.

Mathematically, the range test can be thought of as
an extension of a symbolic version of the Triangular
Banerjee's Inequalities test with dependence direction vec-
tors [1, 23], although our implementation di�ers. The only
drawback of our test, compared to the Triangular Baner-
jee's test with directions, is that it cannot test arbitrary
direction vectors, particularly those containing more than
one `<' or `>' (e.g., (<;<)). The permutation of loop
indices partially overcomes this drawback. (These permu-
tations can be thought of as permutations of the depen-
dence direction vectors tested.) We have found that this
limited set of direction vectors, along with the permuta-
tion of loop indices, was su�cient to parallelize all of the
relevant loop nests in our test suite. One advantage of the
range test is that the worst case of the number of direction
vectors tested is better than Banerjee's Inequalities with
directions, since we test at most O(n2) direction vectors
while Banerjee's Inequalities with directions may test as
many as O(3n) direction vectors.

Haghighat and Polychronopoulos, presented a depen-
dence test to handle nonlinear, symbolic expressions [15].
Their algorithm is essentially a symbolic version of Baner-
jee's Inequalities test. However, their test did not include
the extensions to Banerjee's Inequalities to test depen-
dence direction vectors and to handle triangular loops, nor
does it include our extension to handle nonlinear expres-
sions containing ic terms, as in Figure 8 after induction
variable substitution, where i is a loop index and c is an
integer constant greater than 1. We have seen several ex-
amples in the Perfect Benchmarks that need all these ex-
tensions to be identi�ed as parallel. The same authors
presented ideas to calculate the set of variable constraints
holding for each statement of the program unit, then to use
these constraints to prove or disprove symbolic inequalities
for dependence testing. We also determine variable con-
straints and perform symbolic inequality tests, although
we use di�erent techniques. We will compare these two
methods later in this section.

In a separate paper, Haghighat and Polychronopou-
los [16] describe a technique to prove that a symbolic ex-
pression is strictly increasing or decreasing. By using this



technique, self-dependences for an array reference can be
eliminated. Their example can prove that all the loops
in Figure 8, after induction variable substitution, are par-
allel. However, as described, the test only handles self-
dependences. The subroutine OLDA in TRFD has other
important loop nests that has multiple array accesses with
nonlinear subscript expressions similar to the subscripts
from Figure 8.

Maslov [19] presents an alternate way to handle sym-
bolic, non-linear expressions. Instead of testing these ex-
pressions directly, his algorithm partitions the expression
into several independent subexpressions, then tests these
partitions using conventional data dependence tests. Es-
sentially, it delinearizes array references. For example, it
converts an array reference A(n � i+ j), where 1 � j � n,
into a two-dimensional array A(j; i). The greatest strength
of this technique is that it can convert non-linear expres-
sions into linear ones, allowing exact data tests like the
Omega Test [21] to be applied. Because of this, there are
situations where Maslov's algorithm whereas we cannot,
such as the array references A(n � i+ j) and A(i+ n � j),
where 1 � i � j � n. However, the delinearization algo-
rithm cannot handle expressions containing terms of the
form ic, as in Figure 8 after induction variable substitu-
tion. Furthermore, the algorithm requires some additional
symbolic capabilities; the compiler must be able to calcu-
late symbolic gcd's and modulos, and the compiler must be
able to sort the set of symbolic coe�cients (cj's). Perform-
ing this symbolic sort can be particularly di�cult, since
one may be unable to determine that some of the coe�-
cients are less than others (i.e., the cj's may not have a
total ordering).

There has been some work in the determination of vari-
able constraints. Much work has been done in determining
the possible range, or interval, of values that variables can
take, for the purpose of array bounds checking or program
veri�cation [17, 7]. These algorithms, however, only prop-
agate integer ranges. Cousot and Halbwachs [9] o�er a
powerful algorithm for determining symbolic linear con-
straints between variables. (Their algorithm is used by
Haghighat's symbolic dependence test to determine vari-
able constraints.) Their algorithm is based upon the calcu-
lation, intersection, and merging of convex polyhedrons in
the n-space of variable values. Although their algorithm is
more accurate at calculating linear constraints than ours,
their algorithm cannot handle nonlinear constraints such
as a < b�c. Although not too common, we have seen cases
where nonlinear bounds must be propagated or expressions
with nonlinear di�erences must be compared.

7 Conclusions

We have developed a symbolic data dependence test,
called the range test, that can identify parallel loops in the
presence of nonlinear array subscripts and loop bounds.
We have shown that the range test can prove that two

very important loop nests in the Perfect Benchmarks are
parallel, whereas conventional data dependence tests can-
not. In our experiments, we have found that the range
test can prove independence for many of the other paral-
lel loops that contain symbolic non-linear array subscript
expressions.

We have implemented the range test together with a
symbolic range propagation algorithm in Polaris, a par-
allelizing compiler being developed at the University of
Illinois [13, 5]. Currently, the range test is the only data
dependence test implemented in Polaris. To determine its
e�ectiveness, we have run it through an initial compiler
test suite, which consists of half of the codes of the Perfect
Benchmarks plus other applications gathered from users
of high performance machines at the University of Illinois.
We have found that in all cases, Polaris is able to paral-
lelize these codes nearly as well as the hand-parallelized
versions. For two of the codes, TRFD and OCEAN, cur-
rent commercial parallelizing compilers can only achieve a
speedup of at most 2 on Cedar, a parallel machine with 32
vector processors, due to false dependences seen for non-
linear array accesses. However, with the range test, along
with other advanced techniques mentioned in [5], we are
able to optimize the codes close to the hand parallelized
versions, which reached a speedup of 43 for TRFD and 16
for OCEAN.

With the aid of memoization [20], or the caching of
already tested array subscript pairs, we have found the
execution time of the range test to be acceptable, even
when applied as the only test. In future versions of Po-
laris, we will only invoke this test when other dependence
tests fail due to nonlinear expressions. In these versions,
the range test should not signi�cantly increase the com-
piler's execution time. The range propagation algorithm
can be somewhat costly, although not prohibitively so. Be-
cause of this, we will look into several techniques to im-
prove its e�ciency, such as using Static Single Assignment
form [10], propagating ranges derived only from control
ow, or propagating ranges only on demand [22].
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